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Description of Service / Policy
Calshot Activities Centre has been in operation for over 55 years, delivering
high quality outdoor adventurous residential and recreational experiences to the
young people/wider public Hampshire and beyond. Calshot also has a very large
recreational customer base with activities such as the dry ski slope, climbing
wall and velodrome. Schools make up 50% of the revenue with other sources of
income coming from boat storage, launch fees, car parking and other clubs that
utilise the facilities on offer. Although the vast majority of the customers are
from Hampshire the centre accommodates schools and groups from all over the
UK.
Geographical impact* All Hampshire
Description of proposed change
Introduction of 10 Camping Pods at Calshot Activities Centre on existing land
currently used for Caravan and Camping. These Pods will sleep a family of four
and will be serviced with basic electricity and washroom facilities. This project
will impact on current members of the club. Reduced pitches will be available to
them in the future. Final designs have yet to be agreed, two of the Pods will be
fully accessible. The pods will be primarily but not exclusively, targeted at
families and adult groups visiting the site. Little impact to staff other than
operational requirements when opened.
Engagement and consultation
Has engagement or
consultation been
carried out?

Yes

A presentation was given to the Calshot Association Executive committee 23rd
January 2017, which outlined the proposal. A communication was then sent out
to all members of the Association inviting comments/concerns. Discussed then
at the full Association Council meeting (28/2/17) where concerns were
answered and recorded. Representatives from all the service user groups attend
the Council meetings in order to discuss any matters that they perceive effect
them from a service user perspective. The Association is a third party voluntary
organisation made up of all service users and which is fully constituted.
No specific Hampshire wide consultation has been carried out on this proposal,
however, the County Council carried out a major public consultation exercise
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over the Summer 2017 on a range of options for finding further budget savings
including increasing council tax, using reserves and making changes to the way
in which services are delivered, which may mean reducing or withdrawing
certain services. The outcome of this consultation will be presented to Cabinet
in September 2017.
When decisions are made to pursue the options, further specific Hampshire
wide consultation will be carried out with stakeholders on the detailed options
where required.

Impacts of the proposed change
This impact assessment
Service users
covers
Statutory
considerations
Age

Impact

Disability
Impact

Low
Disabled access to the pods has been given serious
consideration, although depending on the final design,
full access may not be achievable and therefore there
would be an impact on disability. The accessibility of
the pods would be no different to the current camping
facilities and such the impact is perceived as being
low.

Sexual Orientation

Neutral

Race

Neutral

Religion and Belief

Neutral

Gender Reassignment

Neutral

Gender

Neutral

Marriage and civil
partnership

Neutral

Pregnancy and
Maternity

Neutral

Neutral
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Other policy considerations
Poverty
Rurality

Neutral
Neutral

Additional Information
Stakeholder engagement:
The main points focussed around the loss of space on the creek side both for
campers and windsurfers. Ultimately this did not change our view on the
proposal as the loss of space was already considered within the cost benefit
analysis. With regard to the camping site, the cost and income analysis justifies
the loss of any camping plots currently available. The windsurfers still have
plenty of space to launch and recover their equipment. Although the proposal
does not restrict this, it will mean that they can no longer park right next to the
beach. However the nature of the sport is such that they can carry their
equipment and rig the kit on the beach with their car parked in the main car
park. The campsite occupancy levels were also considered and feedback was
given to the association, the introduction of the Pods will mean the centre will
extend the capacity of what is the quieter periods and make the facility
available to a wider audience and not exclusive to the caravan and camping
club, something the Association have challenged albeit there is no lease on the
land given to the club.

